
Instructions               

                    

Customer should use this spreadsheet to configure the 440R-ENETR to use GSR Relays and GuardLink with the 
Generic AOP or Third Party PLC 

                    

1 

Go to the "Configuration" tab and type in your Relay and GuardLink configuration. 
Only the green field are changeable. 
It is very important that the user always start with the configuration with Slot1 and then move to the next 
Slot2 and so on, it is not allowed to have a empty slot between two existing Relays. 
If a 440R-DG2R2T is selected in a Slot, then the user can start to configure the two GuardLink Channels 
from selected Relay. Here it is also very important that there is no free node between two exisitng nodes. 

2 The "Generic" tap helps you how to setup the 440R-ENETR with a 3rd party controller 

3 

After selecting the Relays and if used the GuardLink devices, the "ConfigAssembly" Tab show the 
selected configuration. These configuration needs to be send to the 440R-ENETR via Message Cmd. 
If the configuration is correct send and accapted by the 440R-ENETR the MS LED switch from blinking 
gree to solid green. 

4 
Now the MS LED is solid green then you can the "InputAssembly" & "OutputAssembly" tab to interpret 
the data out of the assembly 

                    

                    

Definitions 
              

                    

Acronym Definition 

Gateway The 440R-ENETR is an Ethernet IP Gateway, it bridge the signal from the Optical Link to Ethernet IP 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

MSG CMD Message Command send by the PLC to the Gateway 

EMSS 
Electromechnical safe swicthing device - a safety sensor with electromechanical outputs (volt free 
contacts) 

                    

                    

Version History               
 
 
The following table lists the history of this doucment, which includes: the document version, author, a description of the changes, 
the date the changes were made, and the Tab that was updated. 

The following table lists the history of this doucment, which includes: the document version, author,  
a description of the changes, the date the changes were made, and the Tab that was updated. 

  

Version Author Description Date Tab 

V1.00 Stefan Kraska Initial release of the GuardLink Generic configurator 1-Dec-2018 All 
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